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pg. 4 Asteroids, Comets, Meteor0ids (an activity from spaceday.org) What is considered a small body? Any
object in the sky that is smaller than a planet or a moon, such as an asteroid, a comet, or a meteoroid
Materials
Name Asteroids and Comets and Meteors, Oh My!
A near-Earth object (NEO) is any small Solar System body whose orbit brings it to proximity with Earth.By
convention, a Solar System body is a NEO if its closest approach to the Sun is less than 1.3 astronomical
units (AU).If a NEO's orbit crosses the Earth's and the object is larger than 140 meters (460 ft) across, it is
considered a potentially hazardous object (PHO).
Near-Earth object - Wikipedia
The solid, core structure of a comet is known as the nucleus. Cometary nuclei are composed of an
amalgamation of rock, dust, water ice, and frozen carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, methane, and ammonia.
As such, they are popularly described as "dirty snowballs" after Fred Whipple's model. However, some
comets may have a higher dust content, leading them to be called "icy dirtballs".
Comet - Wikipedia
The Perseids are one of the brighter meteor showers of the year. They occur every year between July 17 and
August 24 and tend to peak around August 9-13. Made of tiny space debris from the comet Swift-Tuttle, the
Perseids are named after the constellation Perseus. This is because the direction, or ...
Perseids Meteor Shower 2019 - Time and Date
NEOCC Newsletter: January 2019. 04 January 2019. The ESA SSA-NEO Coordination Centre has released
the December newsletter summarising the most relevant data and events on asteroids and comets
approaching the orbit of the Earth.
ESA - European Space Agency
o Use models and graphs that accurately depict scale to compare the size and distance between objects in
the Solar System. o Describe the characteristics of comets, asteroids, and meteors.
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